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ABSTRACT 

This two part essay explores the differences between two competing televisual 

experiences: cinematic television and anime-ic television. Cinematic television is a new 

form of television, which, I maintain, differs from than more traditional forms of 

television due to its unusual blending of a Hollywood style with exhibitionist filming 

techniques. This unique mix of styles, along with the tendency of viewers to binge watch 

television content today, imbues it with strong virtual potential that, in turn, fosters lines 

of flights. To illustrate this form and its virtual potential, I analyze the Amazon original 

series Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Specifically, I argue that through its blend of editing styles 

the show invites viewers to reject modern happiness scripts and to embrace, alternatively, 

a nomadic modality.  

 Comparatively, utilizing the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, I also explore limited 

animation’s ability to generate a grotesque aesthetic through its deployment of anime-ic 

movement. By analyzing a successful limited Japanese anime Kill la Kill as a case 

example, this essay explores limited animation’s potential to create a caricature depiction 

of a transcultural Otaku fandom that it subsequently critiques. Through limited 

animation’s depiction of movement and grotesque aesthetics, viewers are asked to 

embrace transgressive ways of being that resist late capitalist tendencies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 This two part essay explores the differences between two competing televisual 

experiences: cinematic television and anime-ic  television. Cinematic television is a new 

form of television, which, I maintain, differs from than more traditional forms of 

television due to its unusual blending of a Hollywood style with exhibitionist filming 

techniques. This unique mix of styles, along with the tendency of viewers to binge watch 

television content today, imbues it with strong virtual potential that, in turn, fosters lines 

of flights. To illustrate this form and its virtual potential, I analyze the Amazon original 

series Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Specifically, I argue that through its blend of editing styles 

the show invites viewers to reject modern happiness scripts and to embrace, alternatively, 

a nomadic modality.  

 Comparatively, utilizing the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, I also explore limited 

animation’s ability to generate a grotesque aesthetic through its deployment of anime-ic 

movement. By analyzing a successful limited Japanese anime Kill la Kill as a case 

example, this essay explores limited animation’s potential to create a caricature depiction 

of a transcultural Otaku fandom that it subsequently critiques. Through limited 

animation’s depiction of movement and grotesque aesthetics, viewers are asked to 

embrace transgressive ways of being that resist late capitalist tendencies. 

 By interrogating the emergence of these two forms of media, this essay seeks to 

explore how both new and old forms of televisual production has the potential to charge 

viewers to resist hegemonic powers.  

1
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CHAPTER II 

CINEMATIC TELEVISION AND LINES OF FLIGHT WITHIH MARVELOUS 
MRS. MAISEL 

 
On November 29, 2017, Amazon released one of its most successful original 

series—Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Critics met the series with an overwhelmingly positive 

response, describing it as “bursting with old-fashioned charm” (Biedhenharn, 2017) and 

“exuberantly feminine” (Travers, 2017). Written and directed by Amy Sherman-

Palladino and Daniel Palladino, Marvelous Mrs. Maisel is reminiscent of Sherman-

Palladino’s cult classic Gilmore Girls, featuring “whip-smart, mile-a-minute talkers with 

unshakable confidence and improbable appetites” (Gilbert, 2017). However, while 

Gilmore Girls only received one Emmy nomination during its eight-year run, Marvelous 

Mrs. Maisel received 12 Emmy nominations and took home five golden statues within its 

first year of release (Romero, 2018).  

This type of critical success at the Emmys is a first for one of Amazon’s original 

series (Fallon 2018). Additionally, it is also is a first for a woman centered series lacking 

a dark or revolutionary story plot (Refinery, 2018). Traditionally, series that showcase 

women in a more up-beat and positive light have been written off as frivolous showpieces 

not meriting sincere considerations for “serious” awards such as the Emmys (Romero, 

2018). Despite this, Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, a series known for focusing on the 

“marvelous rather than the Mrs. (Travers, 2017), took home a Game of Thrones style 

sweep in Emmy categories (Fallon, 2018).  

Many critics have proclaimed Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’s success lies in the 

outstanding cast, the classic Palladino fast talking scripts, or even the fantastic sets and 

outfits (see Romero, 2018 and Gilbert 2017). However, what exactly drives the success of 
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Marvelous Mrs. Maisel is not the primary focus of this essay. Instead, I am interested in 

the emergence and development of a new type of televisual form, which I have dubbed 

“cinematic television” that is present within the series. This form, in contrast to 

traditional television, blends a Hollywood style with exhibitionist film techniques and, 

consequently, elicits a strong affective appeal. To fully explore this new form of 

television, I analyze the award-winning Amazon original series Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, 

which I maintain encourages viewers to reject happiness scripts and to embrace a 

nomadic lifestyle by eliciting four key affective states: disillusionment, discomfort, 

shock, and relief. In support of this claim, the essay unfolds in three parts. First, I 

highlight the defining characteristics of cinematic television. Second, I illuminate the 

rhetorical appeal of cinematic television and, third, I explore the implications that follow 

from the preceding analysis.  

Cinematic Television and Lines of Flight 

 Cinematic television’s emergence can be attributed to Netflix’s introduction of 

Video-on-Demand original series. Beginning in 2013 with its first original series House 

of Cards (Netflix, 2013), Netflix began producing original content that was marked by its 

convenience and individuality rather than ritual and community (Merikivi, et., al, 2018). 

Because VOD services offered viewers access to programming on “demand” via the 

internet (2017), VOD services bypassed audience quotas for resource revenue (Giuffre, 

2013, and Schweidel, & Moe, 2016), resulting in original films and series that were more 

individualized and niche (see Jenner, 2016).  

 The introduction of this individualized content resulted in a drastic increase of 

Netflix original series consumptions rates (Netflix, 2017). Between 2013 and 2016, the 
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number of viewers who raced to finish Netflix’s newly released series increased by 20-

fold (Netflix, 2017). By 2017, over 8.5 million Netflix subscribers, what Netflix referred 

to as “binge racers”, had completed a TV series within 24 hours (Netflix, 2017). As the 

rate of viewership quickly grew, the variety and amount of original content available to 

viewers increased as well. Netflix alone had over 700 original series by the end of 2017 

(Spangler, 2018). Other streaming companies such as Amazon and Hulu followed suit 

and began producing their own highly budgeted and individualized original series 

(Stanhope, 2016) 

 This emphasis on individualization is what allowed the advent of cinematic 

television to occur. These highly budget individualized series had the freedom to make 

artistic and creative production choices that would typically be constrained by advertisers 

or traditional companies’ cable-companies (Clapton & Shepard, 2017; Jennifer, 2017). 

However, rhetorical analysis surrounding VOD content has effaced the differences 

between cable and streaming television, treating all texts as though they were written and 

produced by cable television companies for cable (Hassler‐Forest, 2018). As such, this 

essay seeks to chart how the form of cinematic television functions rhetorically.  

More specifically, I will demonstrate how cinematic television’s rhetorical power 

is derived from its ability to blend two distinct and often opposing filming techniques into 

a single format: the Hollywood and exhibitionist styles. Both the Hollywood and 

exhibitionist styles, which originated in cinema, have been seen in television before. 

However, the blend of these two styles is new to both film and television. To fully 

understand how cinematic television’s use of both the Hollywood and exhibitionist 
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filming style moves viewers rhetorically, however, we must first understand these two 

distinct styles. 

The Hollywood Style 

In 1985, David Bordwell outlined two traits associated with the Hollywood mode 

of storytelling: simple narration and continuity editing. Classical or simple narration 

includes psychologically-defined characters who struggle to solve a problem or to attain 

specific goals. These stories present, first, an undisturbed stage; second, some type of 

disturbance; and last, the struggle and the elimination of the disturbance. Characters are 

emotionally consistent, gaining information as they progress. Typically, the classical 

style follows a double plot structure. One plot involves a heterosexual romance 

(boyfriend/girlfriend, husband/wife), while the second plot involves another issue or 

subject: work, war, a mission or quest, or other personal relationships  

(Bordwell, 1985).  

Importantly, these stories follow a linear causality. Events unfold in relationship 

to one another, where past scenes actions create the next scene context (Bordwell, 1985). 

Hollywood filming techniques make the cuts between scenes appear seamless, 

reinforcing and creating a sense of causality. The seamless nature of transition between 

scenes is set up by continuity editing, and editing style that is unobtrusive and goes 

unnoticed (see Magliano, et al., 2011). Hollywood filming techniques utilize this type of 

editing to hide the presence of the camera and further the suspension of disbelief.  

The Exhibitionist Style  

  Whereas the Hollywood style employs linear narrative and continuity editing, 

the exhibitionist style prioritizes spectacle over narrative and employs discontinuous and 
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disruptive editing techniques. The spectacle refers to an event taking place within the 

image (Gunning, 1992). Exhibitionist framing highlights these spectacles, prioritizing the 

act of viewing the spectacle over the development of the narrative of the story (Bordwell, 

1988).  

 In addition to the exhibitionist frame lacking narrative development, the mode 

also emphasizes non-linearity through its discontinuous editing. While continuity editing 

aims to make editing techniques invisible and seamless in the text, discontinuous editing 

calls attention to itself through its manipulation of space and time (Bordwell, 1985). 

Discontinuity can appear as edits that match up in time or space, often causing a jarring 

experience for the viewer.  

Moving Viewers Viscerally  

   Cinematic television’s use of both a Hollywood style and exhibitionist filming 

techniques come together to create a form that has strong virtual potential. By combing a 

linear narrative and continuity editing with spectacle and discontinuous editing, cinematic 

television moves viewers on both a symbolic and visceral level. As described by Deleuze 

(1993, 1995) in his books Cinema 1 and Cinema 2, cinematic films are unique in their 

ability to dissolve the distinction between subject and object due to their material aspects. 

Through its use of varying shots and playful interaction with temporality, cinema 

potentially moves viewers to embrace a schizophrenic modality, as compared to a 

subjective gaze. Pisters (2005) developed this idea by articulating films ability to blend 

the virtual and the actual potentially moved viewers in radical ways.  

Highlighting the importance of the material, however, should not come at the cost 

of the discussion of the symbolic. Part of cinematic television’s appeal is its hybrid blend 
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of styles that lean heavily both on symbolism and on material conditions to move 

audiences. Instead of viewing the relation between materiality and symbolism as 

opposing, we should evaluate them as co-relational. As Masumi (2002) observes, the 

symbolic representations can be conceptualized as being enfolded into our affectual 

visceral responses. The symbolic functions as a cognitive interpretation/framing for the 

intensities our bodies experience (Masumi, 2002), and because the symbolic always 

follows affect, the affective states we meet while consuming images are always codified 

or overdetermined.  

These interpretations, representations, or understandings gained from the mixing 

of symbolic (representational) and material (affect) elements influence and change the 

way we evolve. It is this complex process, the one Deleuze outlines as the reason cinema 

has so much power and what Pristine (2005) labels as the cinematic conscious, that is 

deployed in Marvelous Mrs. Maisel to incentivize users to question the social structures 

they themselves reside in. In other words, it is the melding of a multiplicity of elements, 

including the dialogue, temporality, the image body, viewing body, and the technological 

components that cinema potentially blends which allow this assemblage to become 

radical in nature.  

As I will demonstrate using the Marvelous Mrs. Maisel as a case example, 

cinematic television, through its use of filming techniques that blend the Hollywood and 

exhibitionist styles, taps into the radical potential identified by Deleuze and Pristine. This 

radical potential what Deleuze and Guattari (1998), would classify as lines of flight, 

invites individuals to resist modes of power and instead embrace their own nomadic 
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potential. The blend of the two filming techniques creates unique affects that function 

rhetorically as a disruptive force moving viewers away from hegemonic logics.   

Additionally, because viewers are exposed to repetitive rhythms of the same affect 

for long durations in cinematic television the radical potential series presents are 

intensified. While a film lasts for 2-3 hours, cinematic television series are anywhere 

from 8-20 hours in length. During this time, viewers are intensely watching the show, 

typically in quick successions, and thus are exposed to multiple waves or rhythms and, 

thus, affectual experiences. The length and type of content produced by VODs, combined 

with the tendency for viewers to binge watch this content, increases the radical capacity 

this form presents. 

 Happiness Scripts and Marvelous Mrs. Maisel  

The first season of the award-winning Amazon original series Marvelous Mrs. 

Maisel centers around the story of a 1950’s young Jewish homemaker named Midge, who 

is transitioning from a life of domesticity and submission to a life of rebellion and 

resistance. The show begins with Midge being happy and content with her upper-middle-

class life until her husband Joel informs her that he is leaving her for his dimwitted 

secretary, Penny Pan. Shocked and angered by the news, Midge finds herself drunkenly 

doing standup at a downtime comedy club called the Gaslight Pub. Once on state, Midge 

shines and thrives. A talent manager named Suzie who works at the Gaslight soon asks 

Midge if she wants to pursue a career in stand up.  

Throughout the rest of the first series, Suzie is situated as Midge’s companion. As 

Midge learns about stand up and the injustices of the world, Suzie is constantly by her 

side guiding her down her new path. The duo work together to finish Midge’s comedic 
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act so the two can go big. After several upsets, setbacks, and blockades, the first season 

ends with Midge finally getting it all, including both the chance to try and make it in a 

typically boys only comedy club, and a chance to be a “perfect wife” with her soon to be 

divorced husband Joel  

  While the narrative of the series speaks powerfully to our modern political 

environment, the show’s true power does not arise from its central storyline. Rather, 

Marvelous Mrs. Maisel is unique in its use of both Hollywood and exhibitionist style 

filming techniques. In fact, the first season—8 hours in total length—is distinctively 

marked by its high emphasis on theatrics and excessiveness (Vulture, 2017), and for its 

simplistic yet classic narrative plot. Because of Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’s use of both 

styles, the following analysis will be dedicated to exploring how these features—the 

Hollywood style of simple narratives and continuity editing and the exhibitionist style of 

spectacle and discontinuous editing—rhetorically move viewers through a series of 

affects. There is a multiplicity of affects present and created through the blending of these 

styles. For the sake of time brevity though, this paper will limit itself to the development 

of four: disillusionment, discomfort, shock, and relief.  

It is important to note that these intensities, while separated into differing 

categories in this paper, work in concert with one another throughout the series. The text 

will shock viewers into disillusionment or put them into states of discomfort and then 

offer relief, for example.  

Additionally, these affects extend across multiple episodes, or may happen multiple times 

within a single episode. Their rhizomatic relationship is how the first season creates the 

multiplicities of radical new potential between itself and the viewer. It should be noted 
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that while my attempts to isolate these affects is necessary for analysis, this categorization 

diminishes this essay’s descriptive power regarding these affects’ force. Nonetheless, this 

paper still aims to provide valuable insight regarding cinematic televisions interaction 

with the viewer’s body, and how this assemblage can create radical new potentialities.  

Simple Narrative and Disillusionment 

The narrative present in Marvelous Mrs. Maisel follows the traditional Hollywood 

narrative arc isolated by Bordwell. The start of the series presents Midge in an 

undisturbed stage until another agent in the scene—her husband Joel—creates an act of 

disturbance by leaving Midge. Following this disturbance, Midge is shown undergoing 

several challenges to attain her goals both in her heterosexual relationship and in her 

work life. By the end of the first season, Midge achieves some success in her comedic 

career and is attempting to re-explore her potential with Joel. Per the classical approach, 

two distinct story lines centered around cause and effect emerge in the first season. 

Although the plot lines may develop at differing paces, they are both resolved 

simultaneously during the climax of the series.  

While many of the Hollywood narrative aspects are present in Marvelous Mrs. 

Maisel, the series’ use of disturbances is of particular interest. Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’s 

use of disturbances does not simply function as catalysts for future story development. 

Rather, these disturbances work to deconstruct patriarchal and capitalistic logics on 

symbolical and material levels. Symbolically, Marvelous Mrs. Maisel positions 

disturbances as moments of revelation for the audience and Midge. Objects, people, or 

certain life style habits that had previously made Midge happy become sources of pain 

and disturbance for Midge in the first season. For example, Joel—the agent responsible 
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for the first disturbance in episode one—is initially presented as a source of happiness for 

Midge. Midge, and the viewers who identify with her, are taught that if Midge 

effortlessly makes Joel happy, he will always adore her. When Midge makes her first 

mistake in the first episode, Joel’s negative reaction only reinforces this feeling. It is not 

until Joel reveals that he had a six-month long affair with Penny Pan that Midge realizes 

her effortless perfection had no bearing on Joel’s affection for her. The initial promise 

that was given to Midge and the audience is broken, leaving viewers disillusioned about 

the promise of happiness linked to being a “perfect wife.”  

This promise of happiness is what Sarah Ahmed (2010) labels societal “happiness 

scripts.” Structural ideologies promise individuals that if they follow predetermined ways 

of orientation, they will be happy. Typically, these ways of orientation are based on 

empty promises of happiness that maintain heteronormative, capitalistic, and racist power 

structures (Ahmed, 2010). The use of disturbances in Marvelous Mrs. Maisel is unique in 

their capacity to expose the false promise of happiness these “happiness scripts” rely on. 

Whether it is Joel leaving Midge for his secretary, or Joel’s father taking back Midge’s 

apartment, forcing her to move in with her parents, the first seasons plot development is 

propelled forward by events that push viewers into a state of disillusionment regarding 

“happiness scripts.” Midge lived the life that the “perfect wife” ought to live. Yet, despite 

her almost perfect efforts, Midge was deprived of the ability to be happy. This allows the 

first season of the series to shatter the illusion of happiness provided by heteronormative 

life style, the picturesque image of the “perfect wife, perfect life” falls apart. The 

inaccessibility of the happiness promised by “happiness scripts” is shown to be 

unachievable and illusory. 
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This sense of disillusionment is intensified through series use of material 

elements, including wardrobes and colors, during the disturbing act. For example, when 

shown the first disturbing event viewers see Midge wearing light blue while Joel is 

wearing grey and black. It has long been noted that colors used in cinema can create 

unique bodily responses. Blue is calming in nature and induces a state of depth because of 

its tendency to push bodies away and collapse inward upon itself (Kandinsky, 1911). 

However, this color’s ability to create intense bodily responses in the viewers is limited 

by the lightness of the blue Midge wears. The color white has been known to create an 

external or static sensation. White, as Kandinsky describes, “has this harmony of silence, 

which works upon us negatively, like many pauses in music that break temporarily the 

melody. It is not a dead silence, but one pregnant with possibilities” (p. 33, 1911). In 

other words, the color white moves bodies to embrace a static temporality, where 

possibilities relating to futurism can exist, if those possibilities do not result in disruptions 

of time. By combining the white with the blue to create light blue, consumers are moved 

to a static sense of orientation, one where viewers are peaceful and calm.  

Up until the first disturbing act, Joel was seen wearing colors that complimented 

and reinforced the static peaceful state created with Midge’s colors of light blue and 

violet. Rather than predominately wearing black, Joel would wear white and grey. 

Because grey is associated with immobility and rest (Kandinsky, 1911), the use of white 

or lighter greys allowed Joel’s appearance to build upon the sense of peaceful orientation 

provided by Midge. However, when Joel announces he is leaving Midge, his clothing and 

lighting is much darker. Instead of a white shirt, Joel is wearing black. Additionally, 

while previous scenes depicted Joel in some lighting, these scenes place Joel in the 
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shadows—leaving his face darkened. Black and darkness conjure a totally dead silence 

with no possibilities (Kandinsky, p. 33, 1911). Black expresses no movement and offers 

no promise of the future. While white dwarfs other colors it is presented with, black 

works as a neutral background, highlighting each shade of color. Joel’s other two primary 

colors of brown and grey, then, become heightened during scenes he is shown in black 

and shadows. The dull lifeless motion of grey works with black to move viewers to a 

state of static motionlessness with no hope for tomorrow. Unlike the static sense of 

orientation provided by Midge’s light blue colors, however, this state leaves viewers in a 

state of unease. 

The sudden transition of contrasting colors disorients viewers, viscerally moving 

them away from Joel and toward a state of disillusionment. During this scene, viewers are 

shown back and forth shot of Midge in her light blue gown and Joel in his dark grey and 

black clothing as they argue about Joel leaving Midge for Penny Pan. This back and forth 

functions to give viewers a glimpse of the once held peaceful state that Midge presented 

before contrasting it sharply with a state of unease created with Joel’s new colors. The 

inability of Midge’s aesthetic to provide that state of peacefulness, combined with 

narrative plot development that exposed the illusion of “happiness scripts” moves viewers 

to states of disillusionment regarding hegemonic power.  

These learning experiences for Midge exist repeatedly throughout the series. The 

use of material filming techniques and the use of the classical Hollywood style 

disturbance element allows Marvelous Mrs. Maisel to move viewers into a state of 

disillusionment about the scripts of happiness society has given them. However, the 

show’s potential does not only reside in its ability to move viewers to question 
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hegemonic logic. As I will outline in the next section, the next three affects build upon 

this rejection of societal happiness scripts and move viewers toward states of nomadic 

being.  

Continuous Editing and Discomfort  

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel editing techniques primarily result in a seamless 

sense of time and space within the text. Overall the show is renowned for its use of long 

shot camera shots that move into the image to develop the scenic environment (see 

Gilbert, 2018). Scenes utilize music and diegetic sounds are repeatedly present between 

scenes as viewers are exposed to cuts. However, while all forms of continuous editing 

could impact the narrative development of the series, certain scenes are distinct in their 

excessive use of continuous editing techniques. The excessive nature present allows these 

scenes to bring the continuous editing that is typically seamless and invisible to the 

surface of the text.  

When the text brings these invisible edits to the surface for the text, the viewer 

experiences intense levels of discomfort. One of the scenes that exemplifies this the most 

is when Midge takes Sophie Lenin’s invitation to come over for dinner. While originally 

Midge was led to believe Sophie was down to earth, raised middle class, and relatable—

when Midge walks into the home of Sophie Lennon she discovers that Sophie came from 

a line of wealth and approaches her Brooklyn aspired character from a satirical and 

condescending perspective.  

Narratively and aesthetically Sophie’s character is associated with wealth and 

privilege. In addition to being surrounding by butlers and expensive material possessions, 

Sophie’s character is draped in purple— a color that is symbolically associated with 
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wealth, royalty, and status. The dialogue reinforces this privilege, often mocking Midge’s 

lower-class tendencies, like using a kitchen and eating. The condescending tone, 

combined with the abhorrent amount of material possessions available and used by 

Sophie in these scenes create a sense of discomfort in viewers, moving them back from 

both Sophie and the classist connotations she symbolically is tied to.  

Materially, the use for continuous edits heightens this sense of discomfort. While 

the show typically utilizes a mix of editing techniques, including long shots, music as a 

bridge between shots, and background music to make the transition between scenes feel 

smoothness, this scene heightens the presence of this continuity editing techniques by 

only using limited establishing shots and diegetic sound to make its editing techniques 

invisible. The camera in this scene does not reveal the entire scene as it typically does. 

Instead, it reveals limited portions of the scene foreclosing the part of the scene that most 

of the scene takes place in until the characters walk into that area. The transition between 

these scenes is maintained through the scenes use of diegetic sounds rather than an 

underlying soundtrack that is usually present in the scene. The lack of an underlying 

soundtrack invites a sense of discomfort in the viewer. These images lose the rhythm of 

the upbeat rhythm that is typically attributed to these scenes. Instead, viewers feel the 

scenes take on a certain level of stillness.  

In this sense, continuous editing becomes a tool that works to slow down the 

narrative development of the story. This scene feels slow paced and stretched, making the 

associations determined symbolically and narratively in the text become attached to the 

ideas of wealth and privilege to become intensified. Viewers, then, begin to connote 

symbols presented in these scenes, Ahmed would label as points of orientation, as 
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conducers of discomfort. Viewers are moved on a visceral level to associate happiness 

scripts with states of discomfort, allowing the use of continuous editing to move viewers 

away from patriarchal and capitalistic logic.  

Discontinuous Editing, and Shock  

  Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’s excessive use of continuous editing techniques makes 

the shows rare use of discontinuous editing heighten visceral reactions viewers 

experience during these segments. When the rare scenes that utilize discontinuous editing 

appear, viewers are left in shocked states as they seek to make sense the scenes play with 

temporality and space. While the series has a multiplicity of events and images that it 

utilizes to create the state of shock, I highlight one event present in the series that move’s 

viewers to viewers question “happiness scripts” before slowly learning to resent them.  

The shocking event appears within the first 20 minutes of episode 1. In this scene, 

viewers are shown Midge’s extensive evening make up routine. Midge waits for her 

husband Joel to fall asleep before tiptoeing into the bathroom to take off her make up. In 

what feels like several minutes, Midge slowly takes off her makeup, washes her face, puts 

on some night cream, fixes up her hair, and sneaks back into the bedroom. Before 

crawling quietly into bed, Midge stops by the window to slightly crack it. By using the 

sunlight that creeps through this crack Midge can wake up earlier than Joel the next 

morning. As soon she rises the first thing, she does is glance toward her husband to make 

sure he has not seen her in her imperfect state. Seeing him asleep, Midge’s face shows an 

obvious sign of relief before she quickly runs to the bathroom to put on her makeup and 

fix her hair. Once completed, Midge returns to bed, where she pretends still be sleeping. 

When Joel finally awakes, he moves over closer to Midge, slightly nudging her, saying 
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she slept through the alarm. Midge smiles coyly— clearly proud that she was able to fool 

her husband about her appearances.  

The sense of shock is constituted through the use the shocking scenes use of 

discontinuous editing techniques. Midge’s actions in this sequence are not explained, and 

the event seems to stretch on for an excessively long duration and a consequence. This 

elongated sense of time can be credited to the scene’s use of camera angles and cuts. 

While in the bedroom, viewers are exposed to a few long shots at a far distance with 

Midge in the background. These shots keep a sense of invisible edits in which Midge 

seamlessly sneaks into the bathroom. However, when Midge is in the bathroom, the 

camera takes on a static medium shot that makes the cuts more visible to the viewer. 

Midge stands in the center of the image looking directly at the camera and in less than 15 

seconds viewers are exposed to 10 different cuts from this immobile frame. The cuts 

between scenes in this segment skip part of Midge’s make up routine, creating a jagged 

and disarrayed sense of time. She jumps from washing her face to uncurling her hair, then 

suddenly to putting her make up mask on. The only technique that exists to make the 

transition between shots seamless is the upbeat music present in the background. Despite 

this, viewers feel a sense of agitation, as each cut conveys a disrupted passage of time that 

creates the impression Midge’s secret routine is lengthy.  

The length of time combined with the lack of clear narrative explanation of the 

event invites viewers to reflect on their memories to make sense of this image. This 

process—what Deleuze termed as the recollection image (1993, 1995)—involves 

presenting the viewer with a series of images that lack a clear psychological motivation, 

requiring viewers delving into their memories to adequately codify the images presented 
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before them. When viewers are presented with the disjointed cut scenes of Midge getting 

ready in the bathroom, the lack of narrative explanation calls on viewers to delve into 

their memories to make sense of the image. More feminine viewers, especially women 

who stereotypically do not let their partners see them without make up during the first 

part of their relationship (Brown, 2013), will recognize themselves within Midge and be 

shocked at the resemblance between them. 

It is certainly true that Midge’s make up routine is a more extreme version of this 

modern tendency. However, it is this extremism that allows the text to push viewers 

toward the affective state of shock and eventual resentfulness. Because viewers identified 

with Midge, the length of time spent on the event has already caused them to feel 

resentful with this identification. This resent intensifies as each cut takes place in the 

bathroom at night, or in the morning. The only sense of relief that viewers can obtain is 

through the music in the background. Due to the lighthearted music and comedic nature, 

viewers are coaxed into accepting this feeling of resentfulness, knowing that it is 

supposed to be experienced with the scene.  

It is not until several episodes later that viewers finally gain some form of 

understanding as to why Midge believes Joel wants her to never be seen without make up. 

In episode 4, Midge’s mother is finally shown to have her own make up routine. While 

there are distinct differences between hers and her daughter’s routine (she has one 

additional step to help her combat wrinkles), the similarities are unparallel. Not only are 

viewers given the same music that played during Midge’s bathroom scene, they also use 

the same static camera angle and editing techniques. This time, however, viewers have 

already undergone the process of recognition, causing this scene to heighten the affect of 
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disillusionment. If there were any question left as to whether Midge’s behaviors or ways 

of orientation would make her happy, this scene remove that doubt. Narratively, Midge 

realized that being perfect did not result in a happy life.  

Joel had already left her, and her life was already falling apart because of it.  

The makeup scenes and other shocking scenes in Marvelous Mrs. Maisel first 

positions viewers to recognize that they themselves engage in ways of orientation or 

follow societal happiness scripts themselves. After this recognition, viewers are shocked 

into resentfulness. As the series continues, the use of multiple shocking events deepens 

this relationship of uncertainty and resentfulness with happiness scripts. Combined with 

the affects of disillusionment and discomfort, this affect prepares viewers to accept 

another way of becoming that is offered through the series use of spectacles that create 

states of relief.  

The Spectacle, Anxiety, and Relief 

 Throughout the series, whenever Midge is about to perform, or whenever viewers 

are asked to begin watching a spectacle rather than a story development, there is 

repetitive pattern of filming techniques deployed. These filming techniques are 

reminiscent of exhibitionist framing (Gunning, 1993), and thus rely on creating anxiety 

and satisfaction through the teasing of the upcoming event. Prior to the spectacle, where 

the text offers viewers a sense of relief, viewers experience a state of anxiety. For 

example, right before we see Midge perform for the second time in the series in episode 

2, we are exposed a series of fast and static shots that depict Midge and her family 

fighting and bickering with Joel’s family about the two adults divorcing. These fast cuts 

and static shots, flashing back and forth between the characters, serve to disorient the 
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viewer. This combined with the lack of psychological development given to viewers over 

the characters reactions creates an interpretative anxiety. Unable to guess the motives or 

the future reaction of the main character on the image, viewers are incentivized to lean 

out, to back away from the image.  

That is, until the form informs the viewer, usually through use of light-hearted 

musical notes or a transition from short static and static cuts to long developed shots that 

the show is providing a solution to the anxiety viewers are experiencing if they watch a 

bit longer. Ques such as long-drawn-out shots, then, function as a primer for the spectacle 

about to be presented to the viewer. When Midge first begins to head down the Gaslight 

in the first episode for example a voiceless song that created a sense of determination 

through its use of quick beats is in the background.  

By presenting the spectacle in conjunction with a transition from the quick and 

static cuts to a long fluidic shot, the text creates a sense of relief in the viewer. Long shots 

that are fluid in nature, giving viewers a sense of completion before moving onto the next 

scene. Simultaneously, their focus on theatrics and spectatorship allow these scenes to 

slow the narrative development,  

making it secondary to the spectacle. By the end of the scene, viewers are often satisfied 

and content, their desire for a spectacle has been satisfied. By using techniques that create 

the cinema of consciousness, the switching between long shots to medium, viewers can 

satisfy their curiosities.  

The second performance Midge gives exemplifies this pattern. As with previous 

spectacles, the scene before this one included the use of quickening shots between 

characters. Once Midge finally leaves this scene (her family arguing at a dinner table the 
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day after her and Joel split up) and enters the next one, viewers are already prepared to 

view this event as a spectator rather than an observer. The next scene starts with a series 

of long shots dedicated to helping spectators get a sense of their unfamiliar environment. 

When Midge enters the room her body, including her fast-paced movement, determined 

expression, and bright red dress she is now adorning, work as a que to readers that she is 

the center of this spectacle. Over the next several minutes, viewers are exposed to 

differing shots that reinforce the spectator lens the show wants us to embrace. By the end 

of the event, Midge’s body is forcefully removed from the stage. However, as viewers we 

have already been moved to a state of satisfaction. Having been told that the spectacle 

would occur and then allowing viewers to observe as though they were a true spectator, 

our visceral desire to see attractions has been satisfied.  

In this sense, the spectacle functions to make viewers relieve their stress and gain 

satisfaction through the consumption of a spectacle. Narratively, the spectacle exists 

outside the heteronormative capitalistic constraints that have existed in Midge’s life. If 

her family, marriage, and even her class status sought to limit Midge’s potential, her 

ability to perform comedic acts are liberating as they place Midge in an environment that 

is typically exclusive to women in a rather marvelous, and light-hearted fashion way. By 

having viewers start to place pleasure on the symbolic aspects of the narrative that are 

outside of the patriarchal and classist structures that Midge resides in, viewers are moved 

on a visceral level to exist in a similar state as the main character, one that is decidedly 

marked by its fluidity.  
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New Potentialities and Implications  

Ultimately, the symbolic element present in Marvelous Mrs. Maisel works in 

relation with the material elements, including edits, cuts and transactions, use of colors, 

and use of theatrical music, to move viewers to experience four affects: disillusionment, 

discomfort, shock and relief. Through experiencing these four affects, Marvelous Mrs. 

Maisel creates strong virtual potential, which in turn generates empowering lines of 

flights for viewers. Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’s ability to move viewers on a visceral level is 

animated by its status as cinematic televisions unique blend of both Hollywood and 

exhibitionist filming styles. There are several implications of this research, which I 

unpack below.  

The first main contribution of this paper give is methodological. This paper has 

been one of the first attempts to explore how the use of both exhibitionist and Hollywood 

filming techniques has potential to create resistive virtual experiences. Due to the length 

of time viewers are typically engaged with cinematic television, combined with the 

form’s higher emphasis on the spectacle and simple narratives, series that can be 

constituted as cinematic television has the capacity to move viewers away from 

heteronormative capitalistic logics. Because of this, new material researchers who are 

interested in how cinema can be affective should take the potential power that the new 

medium of cinematic television presents seriously. 

The second key contribution this paper provides is the re-evaluation of television 

radical potential. New media scholars have treated television as a less affectual medium 

then cinematic films (Chaney, 2017). However, this essay shows that the use of 

Hollywood style filming techniques combined exhibitionist filming techniques allows the 
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form of cinematic television to produce higher rates of highly affective series. In this 

sense, television may need to be reevaluated by scholars as potentially radical medium.  

The third contribution concerns how the blend of Hollywood and exhibitionist 

filming techniques in cinematic television could help explain the recent development of 

Netflix’s Bing phenomenon. While phycologist researchers (see Raiker, et. Al, 2017), and 

mass communication scholars (see Riddle et., al., 2017), have both attempted to identify 

the key motivating factors behind our binge behavior, rhetorical scholars have ignored the 

motivating factor for consumers to continually binge. Analyzing the developing use of 

both Hollywood and exhibitionist filming techniques in VOD original series could 

provide explanatory power for viewers tendency to “just watch one more episode” 

(Netflix, 2017). 

This essay is among the first to explore the notion of cinematic television through 

an analysis of the Amazon original series, Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. While historically 

televisual series have been framed as surface or frivolous texts, much like women 

centered series that lacked dark revolutionary plot lines, the introduction of blending 

Hollywood and exhibitionist filming techniques ahs allowed the form to evolve into a 

radical site of potentiality.   
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CHAPTER III 

THE GROTESQUE OTAKU: KILL LA KILL AND A SINGULAR RESISTANCE 

 When the internet began connecting international consumers to global markets, 

it fundamentally changed marketing efforts surrounding product consumption. Rather 

than relying on mass marketing efforts, as was typical of the 1980s and 1990s (see 

Stanton, 2004), corporations and market researchers shifted their advertising strategies to 

be more personalized and niche (see Lindsay, 2007). Individualized approaches to 

production and consumption, born out of the necessity to attract and maintain consumers 

in a saturated global market, stimulated emotional responses that generated long term 

loyalty to a corporate brand (see Wang, et al., 2016). The success of this marketing shift 

has resulted in global corporations rapidly outsourcing material products and media-

based products that are increasingly individualized and niche (Champniss and Rodes, 

2011). 

 One type of visual media content that is exemplary of this pattern, of this 

specialized market practice, is Japanese limited animation series. Japanese limited 

animation series have gained global popularity over the past decade (Cooper, 2012). For 

example, shows like My Hero Academia and Attack on Titan garnered over 1 million 

viewers during their premieres (Moore, 2018, and Green, 2014). The global and visible 

presence of limited animation is indebted to a multiplicity of sources, like Video on 

Demand services, that allowed international audience to have immediate access to a 

variety of Japanese limited animation content.  

Despite the global presence of Japanese limited animation, the genre caters to a 

small niche market audience. Shows produced for these audiences, what scholars call 
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Otaku fans (Sone, 2014), are littered with intertextual reference to past limited animations, 

which viewers in turn obsessively consume in a trans medium capacity (Liang et al., 2015). 

 Interestingly, many Otaku fans perceive their consumption of budgeted and 

niche animation as being resistive or subversive (see Niu et al., 2012). Despite this 

apolitical, or counter cultural perception, scholars with interest in resistance who have 

analyzed this form have framed it in an overwhelmingly nihilistic and subservient light 

(see Wang, et al., 2016). Even when scholars grant the mode some resistive potentiality, 

that potential is framed as limited due to the constraints that late capitalism places on 

consumable products (see Lamarre, 2009).  

 It will be the aim of this paper to push back against the nihilistic framing 

surrounding Japanese limited animation series and, consequently, other niche markets 

that were corrupted by late capitalism. Rather than viewing the artifacts or texts that are 

closely tied to the productive tendencies of late capitalism through an overdetermined 

lens, I will take the position that certain texts have the capacity to break through the late 

capitalistic constraints placed upon them, rhetorically moving bodies toward sites of 

resistance.  

To explore this resistive capacity, I will analyze a Japanese limited animation 

series known as Kill La Kill. Released in 2013 by Studio Trigger, Kill La Kill achieved 

international acclaim within a year of its availability. Hiryoku Imaishi, one of the 

cofounders of Studio Trigger and creators of the extremely popular animated series 

Gurren Lagann, produced Kill La Kill on a stereotypically low limited animation budget 

(Loo, 2013). While some critics claimed the show was “solid” or “the hidden gem of 
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anime’s in 2014,” other critics rebuked the animated series for its use of excessive “fan 

service” (Romano, 2014).  

 However, as I demonstrate, it is KLK’s use of excessive fan service, combined 

with its grotesque aesthetic that endows the text with its resistive capacity. More 

specially, I will argue that the deployment of anime-ic movement within Kill La Kill 

generates a grotesque aesthetic that creates a caricature of transcultural Otaku fans, which 

it subsequently mocks. Through the carnivalesque depiction of Otaku anime fandom, the 

text invites its Otaku viewers to transition toward a transgressive mode of living that 

resists late capitalism tendencies. 

To understand how limited animation portrays movement, and in turn generates a 

grotesque aesthetic, the rest of this essay will develop in three parts. First, I explore and 

establish the important literature and theoretical framework surrounding Otaku anime 

fandom, the anime-ic, and the grotesque. Next, I apply this framework to the Japanese 

limited animated show Kill La Kill. Finally, I explore the implications of this analysis.  

 Otaku Anime Fans, Anime-ic Movement, and the Grotesque  

The Consumptive Otaku Anime Fan 

 The term Otaku can be traced to Nakamori Akio’s essay in Manga Burikko, an erotic 

manga magazine in 1983 (Cloutman, 2016). Best understood in terms of the English 

translation as nerd or socially awkward geek, Otakus within Japan are perceived as social 

outcasts who spend an obscene amount of time in their basement obsessively consuming 

Japanese pop culture products like anime (Hill, 2002). Most Otakus are men and are 

characterized as individuals who prefer to develop relationship with objects, like cartoon 

anime figures, over relationships with other human beings.  
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 While the term Otaku was originally reserved for Japanese social outcasts, the rise of 

limited animations presence on a global scale was followed by international consumers 

increasingly self-identifying with the term Otaku (Mizuko et al., 2012). As the number of 

consumers who self-identified as an Otaku rose, so did the critical attention this term 

received from cultural and fandom scholars alike. The utilization of Otaku by western 

fans, according to some scholars (Jenkins, 1992), dismissed a unique cultural experience 

that only those who were raised in a Japanese culture could identify with. Others viewed 

the spread of the Otaku as a sign of Japans growing cultural soft power (Akbas, 2018), 

assimilating the West into an Eastern cultural perspective. However, the cultural 

differences and identity markers that separate the east and west Otaku is not the focus of 

this essay. Instead, I follow the tradition of transcultural fandom scholarship laid out by 

Matt Hill (2002). Hill posits that for some fandoms, salient identity features that brought 

fans together supersede cultural differences that exist within the fan base. While fans may 

have slight differing interpretations based on their cultural differences, fixating on these 

differences forecloses potential insights gained from exploring these salient identity 

markers (Hills, 2002).  

 For the Otaku fan, these are feelings of social anxiety, exclusion, and an excessive 

interest in Japanese pop culture. Limited animation, as mentioned previously, is 

renowned for its incorporation of fan service into its text. This trend emerged in the 

1970’s when Otaku fans began using cheap and portable photocopying equipment to 

reproduce and distribute their own amateur manga (Kinsella, 1998). Eventually Otaku 

fans began drawing their favorite magic school girls from limited animation series in 

skimpy, sexually promiscuous outfits. As the amount of distributed amateur manga 
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increased, the more the genre of anime was influenced by fans interpretations of official 

texts. By the 1980’s and 1990’s, limited animations rarely bypassed the cute/sexy 

aesthetic within their animations (Boyd, 2016).  

  Tropes associated with the Otaku anime fan increasingly appeared in anime’s as 

limited animation incorporated fan service. For the sake of simplicity, this paper will 

limit its analysis to three. The first trope is the Otaku’s tendency to excessively consume 

Japanese popular culture products like anime. In movies like Paprika, for example, the 

Otaku is shown as an obese man constantly crouching over his computer, continually 

consuming more and more content. The second trope is the Otaku’s fascination with the 

spiritual or nature. What some scholars reference as “Cool Japan” (Shamoon, 2013), 

Otaku anime fans fetishize spiritual myths that originate from Japan, and thus these 

myths are often incorporated into animated series. The third trope is that of the magic 

school girl. These are girls who are given some form of magical power by an object, and 

while these girls are usually portrayed as heroines, they often skirt the line between cute 

and sexy (Boyd, 2016).  

 Interestingly, Frederic Jameson’s theory surrounding late capitalism and 

postmodernism can provide some explanatory power for why Otaku fans consume these 

specific tropes. Jameson posits that the lack of history within the postmodern era causes 

subjects to become fragmented subjects (1992). The birth of the visual image, and its 

constant utilization of historic references as aesthetics created an era marked by the 

disjunction between historical references and actual historical moments. Instead, these 

images referenced other surface level images. As a result, individuals have become 

trapped in a simulation that eradicated nature and history, leaving fragmented subjects 
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that continually consume to regain their subjecthood (1992). Japanese limited animation 

is another instantiation of this process. The myths and legends portrayed in the series, 

along with the objectified magic school girl image, is a reference to past visual 

representations of history, or an attempt to gain some part of the subject that seems lost. 

When Otaku anime fans consume this genre, then, they enter a cyclical cycle. As they 

consume these surface level images, they become more fragmented, and as they become 

more fragmented, the desire to consume more visual images intensifies. This 

consumption of a niche market allows the Otaku anime fans to mark their membership in 

a culture (Ott and Walter, 2000), where they can exercise their specialized knowledge 

surrounding limited animations and their historical references to past anime and the 

spiritual.  

Anime-ic and Cinematic Movement 

 As Otaku anime fans excessively consume Japanese limited animation, the type 

of movement present within the genre uniquely impacts the spectators’ experience (see 

Murakami, 2009). Limited animation’s display of movement, known as the anime-ic, 

should not be perceived as distinct or separate from its cinematic cousin, as elements 

from the both modes overlap, and prescribing definitions can become deterministic. For 

the sake of clarity, the cinematic mode is images in film or television that create a sense 

of movement through a moving film apparatus, or the camera (Baumbach, 2014), or the 

mobile camera. In contrast, the anime-ic mode produces an “animatic” sense of depth and 

movement. Fixed and restricted in its movement, the camera becomes “just another layer 

of the image” (Lamarre, 2009, p. 38).  
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The cinematic mode constructs space and frame—and consequently movement— 

through a Cartesian perspective. The use of point of view (POV) shots, shot-reverse shot, 

and the introduction of the mobile camera allows the cinematic to position viewers as 

“(1) standing over and above the world and thus of controlling it, and (2) to collapse the 

distance between viewer and target” (2009). The impression of the spectator as a rational 

and independent subject is created through “Cartesian coordinated geometry” (Lamarre, 

2002, p. 5), where the relational scale between objects and planes is maintained as the 

viewer enters the image.  

The anime-ic, by contrast, deconstructs space and time within the frame using 

two-dimensional surfaces. The flat like nature present in anime-ic necessitates an 

interaction between surfaces, typically done by dragging the foreground across the 

background, to express events and changes in the story (Lamarre, 2009). The surfaces of 

the world gain motion. The world exposed to the viewer is hyper dynamic and lacks 

stable points of reference. This type of movement is more akin to the sensation one has 

when riding a bike or a glider (Murakami, 2000), where the ground and world “moves at 

you, past you, as you run along” (Lamarre, 2009). In anime-ic, then, “the viewing 

position glides or runs to scan this world, but never entirely emerges from it” (Lamarre, 

2009). The viewer is no longer a subject who can act upon an object. Instead they 

experience a movement that positions both spectacle and spectator as co-acting subjects 

and objects. 

Traditionally cinematic scholars read flatness as a detriment to the immersive 

potential the anime-ic has (King, 2000). This traditional viewpoint explains the lack of 

rhetorical analysis surrounding limited animations movement impact on the spectator 
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relationship (Hinston, 2014, Carew, 2014). However, I demonstrate the potential of the 

anime-ic mode potential to exhibit a grotesque aesthetic, which could move its viewers 

away from late capitalist consumption tendencies. To better understand this grotesque 

aesthetic, the next section of this paper will chart two modalities produced by anime-ics 

use of movement before applying them to the limited animated show Kill La Kill.  

Exploded viewpoints and decoding meaning  

Anime-ic movement produces content that overloads viewers processing 

capabilities, necessitating a higher level of decoding from viewers. Ballistic perspectives 

are presented in front of viewers during this portrayal of movement. The camera hones in 

on its object in its image producing “depth with distinct positioning” (Lamarre, 2009). 

Viewers are aware of objects’ relationship between other objects in scenes in this type of 

viewing. In comparison, the anime-ic presents a relationship between the objects on the 

screen that are de-hierarchal— what Lamarre (2009) calls the exploded perspective or 

viewpoint. The presentation of flat planes through the surface of the image allows each 

plane in the image to act as a potential projectile instead of object (Lamarre, 2002). How 

images relate to one another, and how they push forward the narrative arc, is determined 

by the viewer rather than the movement or the camera. As a result, spectators engage in 

higher levels of decoding in this type of viewing to make sense of the images.  

Stillness of character and narrative  

Anime-ic’s tendency to rely on still images diverts attention from the narrative 

development and instead places focus on the “emotional or psychological implication of 

the characters’ actions” (Lamarre, 2009, p. 121). Instances where characters are frozen in 

mid-action, suspended in midflight, or are in emotionally intensive postures (see Ruddell, 
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2014), interrupt the linear narrative and smooth action sequences and instead prioritize 

the psychological make up the character. Dialogue, music, emphasized limited aesthetics 

make the internal psychological development of the character appear on the surface of the 

image. This serves to anchor viewers to the text through its emphasis on emotional 

aspects of character development. So, while the anime-ic may deprive viewers the 

traditional subject connection attributed to cinematic, it uses still imagery that causes a 

different type of spectator relationship. One that still leaves viewers feeling connected to 

the characters on an emotional level (Ruddell 2002, p. 121).  

 The higher level of psychological development happening on the external 

surface of the screen allows limited animation to portray emotions and psychological 

states that exist outside of our typical conceptions of non-verbals. While we usually 

determine if a character is sad, angry, or jealous through dialogue and action on the 

screen, limited animation brings other material conditions that indicate external 

characteristics to the surface. The surface appearance of characters internal psychological 

development is more explicit in nature as a result. If characters are meant to present evil, 

good, jealousy, or cuteness, the use of dialogue and colors externally on the surface of the 

images makes these connotations clear to the viewer.  

The elevated levels of codification present in the image heighten the capacity for 

emphasized aesthetics to have strong cultural associations. Often, the still images utilize 

colors or aesthetics that reference cultural myths or stories (Shamoon, 2013). More 

importantly, limited animation’s tendency to emphasize small aesthetics allows still 

images to begin exhibiting a grotesque aesthetic. This aesthetic, as will be discussed 
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below, works to degenerate capitalistic logic and regenerate new modes of resistance for 

viewers.  

The anime-ic’s unique spectacle/spectator relationship generated by movement 

allows the mode to be grotesque and transgressive in nature. For Bakhtin (1965), 

grotesque realism was born out of the carnivalesque. This carnivalesque mode utilized 

mockery or satire to challenge the traditional social hierarchy. Grotesque realism, then, is 

a feature of the carnivalesque, and is used to uncrown hierarchies of everyday life, 

including their etiquettes and their ready-made truths. This uncrowning entails lowering 

the noble, spiritual, abstract, or ideal to the realm of the lower stratum. For example, 

during the medieval carnival religious authorities were debased through satiric readings 

of religious texts, defecation on religious sites, and the mingling of opposites (fact and 

fantasy, heaven and hell) (Bakhtin, 1965).  

 In this sense, grotesque realism operates as an aesthetic of the carnival. Bakhtin 

(1965) conceptualized the grotesque body as a celebration of the cycle of life, with its 

positive meaning linked to birth and renewal and its negative meaning linked to death and 

decay (1965). This aesthetic denigrates social hierarchies through connecting the lower 

bodily stratum to materiality, thereby breaking the perception that the body is pure and 

separate from the outside world. This connection is typically achieved through 

exaggeration, hyperboly, or expressive tendencies. For example, excessive bodily fluids 

like blood or feces can be considered grotesque, as they question the divide between the 

inside and the outside and also have the potential to restore and bring new life. 

Simultaneously, however, this aesthetic regenerates new ways of becoming for its 

subjects, even if this new modality is temporary. Fools become kings, desires are satisfied 
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rather than suppressed, and hierarchal mentalities are suspended, allowing the 

carnivalesque subject to enter new social relations.  

The anime-ic’s unique use of movement allows the mode to have the potential to 

be grotesque in nature, generating transgressive modes of resistance for viewers. To 

illustrate how the anime-ic has grotesque potentiality, this essay will analyze the Japanese 

anime show, Kill La Kill. I begin with a brief overview of the series plot line before 

preceding to explore how the text conjures a grotesque aesthetic through its use of anime-

ic movement.  

Analysis 

 The following description of the story plot presented in Kill La Kill, much like 

the show itself, will be dense and complex. Kill La Kill is a story about a transfer student 

named Ryuko and her sentient school uniform fighting through a fascist school council to 

avenge her father’s death. Welding a pair of broken scissors as a sword, Ryuko blasts 

through her nemesis Satsuki’s army, who adorn enhanced school uniforms, to find out 

who killed her father. Halfway through the series, however, Ryuko discovers that Satsuki 

is her sister and their mother, named Ragyō, is trying to cover the entire world in 

primordial evil clothing. Only by working together with Satsuki, Ryuko’s adopted family, 

a rebel organization called Nudist Beach, and her increasingly independent and sentient 

sailor uniform can Ryuko gain the power to defeat her mother.  

To illustrate how the anime-ics modalities allow the form to exhibit grotesque 

aesthetics, the following analysis will develop in two parts. The first will explore how 

Kill La Kill’s degradation tendencies deconstructs the late capitalist assumptions 

presented in the Otaku consumption culture, including the Otaku’s fetishism of “Cool 
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Japan. The second will focus on Kill La Kill’s regenerative qualities, and how they work 

to move viewers toward a transgressive mode of resistance while simultaneously birthing 

a new subjecthood. Through this analysis, I illustrate Kill La Kills capacity to move 

viewers with grotesque aesthetics.  

Degradation: Inversions, Bodies, and Decay   

Bakhtin’s concept of degradation involves the process of death and decay. Things 

that are typically associated with the higher stratum— such as the body being pure and 

separate from the world it resides in—come down to the lower stratum through the 

emphasis on the lower bodily stratum. As a result, pores, parts of the body that 

protrude—such as the nose— and bodily fluids become highlighted in these images and 

take on a grotesque aesthetic. Kill La Kill’s aesthetics become grotesque due to the 

anime’s use of movement. The next section of analysis will demonstrate how both the 

modality of multiplane surfaces and character development work to exhibit this aesthetic, 

deconstructing the Otaku’s relationship with late capitalism. 

Decoding Subjecthood and Self Reflexivity 

Limited animations incorporations of multiplane surfaces ask viewers to engage 

in a higher level of decoding. While it is hard to decode all the messages on the screen, it 

is possible for viewers to maintain a cohesive subjective interpretation of the events 

occurring within the images (Lamarre, 2002). A large part of this decoding process is the 

Otaku anime’s fan ability to identify intertextual references to other anime’s, and cultural 

myths descended from both the west and east. In Kill La Kill, however, the amount of 

intertextual references, provided by the text’s use of multiple surfaces, overloads the 

viewers decoding capacities. In fact, some of the most successful fan attempts to create a 
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complete list of references within Kill La Kill dropped the project indefinably after 

counting 195 different references to other media texts by episode 14 (Spellthief, 2014). 

As the number of surfaces within the text increase, so does the text’s ability to have 

multiple references to past texts. For example, in the last battle scene in episode 24, 

Ryuko facing a naked Ragyō in space is visually reminiscent of the final part of Goku 

and Beerus’ fight in Dragon Ball Z: Battle of the Gods. This scenes background in space 

around an orbiting satellite also conjures up images of the final climax in Sonic 

Adventure 2. Both references are triggered simultaneously within the still image, 

requiring viewers to engage in elevated levels of decoding to identify both references.  

While all animes use some form of intertextual reference, the use of intertextual 

references within Kill La Kill are self- reflexive in nature. Self-reflexive intertextual 

references comment on their own “cultural status, function and history, as well as the 

conditions of circulation and reception” (Collins, 1995, p 335). These texts draw attention 

to their own fictional nature and rely on subtle gestures that require specific knowledge to 

appreciate (Ott and Walter, 2000, p. 439). The use of multiplane surfaces within Kill La 

Kill, combined with the excessive amount of references promotes this type of self-

reflexive references. One of the best scenes to exemplify Kill La Kill’s capacity for self-

reflexive references is the recap scene. Most limited animation series have, at least, one 

episode dedicated to a recap of the events due to their small budget (Savakis, 2015). 

These recaps typically occur at the midway point of the series. Kill La Kill’s recap 

episode occurs halfway through the series like most anime. Although, unlike most anime 

Kill La Kill’s recap ends within one minute and 30 seconds if the episode. During this 

time, over 130 different still images appear. Each still image that appears during the recap 
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presents multiple surfaces with some amount of limited animation and text appearing on 

the screen. Ryuko’s outfit—Senkestu—narrates what has transpired in the past 15 

episodes. Senkestu speaks at an almost incomprehensible rate as a dense amount of 

content and intertextual references is visually provided for the viewers, overloading their 

de-codification circuits. Knowledge and meaning become unattainable.  

 Kill La Kill’s recap functions, then, as a self-reflexive reference to other limited 

animations use of recap episodes. This self-reflexive performance brings attention to the 

act of consuming visual images based on past visual images. The consumption of these 

surface level images can no longer offer subjects some form of connection to a 

specialized culture, and consequently denies Otaku    is the ability to construct their 

subjecthood. Instead, the complex use of multiplane surface and self-reflexive references 

amongst those surfaces makes de-codification and self-identification impossible. The lack 

of continuity and the over abundant self-reflexive references presented in the recap scene 

of Kill La Kill expose the fragility of this post-modern subject formation process.  

 This self-reflexive referential pattern also allows Kill La Kill to exhibit 

degradative grotesque aesthetics. While Bakhtin articulated that the grotesque is typically 

dominated by primary needs (eating, drinking, urinating, sex, etc), I would suggest that 

for Otaku fans, consumption of surface level images functions similarly to our other basic 

needs. As our post-modern society continually forecloses our ability to have history of 

nature through its high emphasis on the visual image (Jameson, 1993), the consumption 

of visual images will become even more integrated into the basic fabric of society. As 

Otaku anime fans engorge the multiplane visual images stacked with visual references, 

they are moved to consume these products in a trans medium capacity. In fact, many 
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Otaku fans seek out both food and historical locations referenced within anime series, 

known as Anime Tourist sites (Okamoto, 2014). Kill La Kill’s exaggerated use of self-

reflexive references becomes grotesque as it emphasizes the consumption of a surface 

level image that generates bodily satisfaction for its viewer. This emphasizing, however, 

simultaneously exposes the limitations of this consumption practice, leaving viewers in a 

state of anxiety. While this anxiety is mitigated through the satiric framing that the text 

provides, the feeling of emptiness through this consumption sinks in for the viewer, 

inviting viewers to question the act of consuming the visual image itself.  

Character Development and Inversion  

Kill La Kill builds upon the act of questioning consumption practices by eliciting 

a parody of transcultural spiritual myths. This parody is afforded by anime-ics internal 

character development happening on the surface of the image. Rather than cinematic’s 

tendency to narrate character development, Kill La Kill utilizes anime-ic’s use of colors 

and art work in the still images to convey the nature of the character. In other words, Kill 

La Kill takes advantage of viewers’ tendency to engage in elevated levels of decoding 

when watching these still images (Smith, n.d) and uses colors that have transcultural 

spiritual connotations. For example, Ryoku, Satsuki and Ragyō all show colors that 

mythically relate them to divinity/demonism. To start with Ragyō, Kill La Kill saturates 

Ragyō’s still images in the colors of the rainbow—connecting her to Christianity’s myth 

of the rainbow and God’s promise to never again flood the Earth (Smith, n.d). 

Simultanously, the use of colors connects this character to Shinto mytholgy. The floating 

bridge of heaven is portayed as a rainbow in Japnese mythology (Gedzelman, 2002)—

allowing the connection of Ragyo to the divine to occur both for viewers. This 
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conncetion is further reinforced with still images that show Ragyo with 7 stars printed 

along her back. These 7 stars reference the Japense myth the Kamiyonanayo, also known 

as the “Seven Generations of the Age of the Gods”. Each star references a different 

generation of kami (spirits or pheneoma worshiped in Shintosim), birthed after the 

formation of heaven and Earth (Hall, 2008).  

When Ragyo, then, always accompanies these colors each time she appears in an 

image she becomes associated with the idea of the divine. Viewers associate characters’ 

internal psychological state with the external aesthetics on the image when they are 

presented the anime-ic mode. Colors, especially colors that have ties with strong cultural 

codes, along with dialogue, create these connections. The rainbow ties to religious 

connotations is strong and Ragyos images are dominated by these colors. From Ragyo’s 

hair to her lighting, Kill La Kill uses both Ragyo’s foreground and backgrounds to flush 

her in colors connected to spiritual figures mythically connected to divinity in both 

Christinaity and Shintoism.  

In contrast, Ryoku’s still image colors are are culturally associated with 

demonsim. Ryoku’s primary colors in the show are black and red. Black, according to 

Kandisky (1911), conjures images of death and decay. Black has an inner harmony of 

silence with no possibilites for the future. It is burnt out “like the ashes of a funeral pyre, 

something motionless like a corpse” (Kandinsky, 1911, p. 40). Ryoku’s use of black, 

then, conjures assocations with evil and darkness. This assocation is heigthned with 

Ryokus still images being highlighted with red streaks of color. In a contrast to yellow, 

which reaches out toward the audience, red glows within itself. As a result, red is more 

beloved than yellow and is associated with passion (Kandisky, 1911). The combination of 
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these two colors collaborate together to conjure a sense of limited and decaying material 

passions. Ryoku, then, comes to symbolzie the idea of the material, sin, and imperfection. 

In both Christianity and Shintoism, the colors of red and black are associated with 

demonism and darkness. 

Finally, Satsuki’s colors are white and blue. These colors connote ideas of calm, 

trust, reliability, and the heavenly (Kandinsky, 1911). White is often associated with 

purity, timeless, and internal stasis. White conjures up images of future possibilities, 

eternity, and futurity in viewers. Blue also works to create a sense of the eternal 

(Kandinsky, 1911). Unlike white, however, blue works by collapsing inward upon itself 

(Kandinsky, 1911). The combination of light blue and white, then, comes together to 

create a sense of eternal peacefulness in the character of Satsuki.  

 Typically, these colors have very deterministic spiritual connotations. Blue, 

white, and the use of the rainbow are connected to transcendence and divinity. Black and 

red, in contrast, are tied to ideas of demonism and degradation. These color associations 

exist transculturally, allowing viewers who are engaging in elevated levels of decoding 

from differing cultural backgrounds to conjure similar associations with characters and 

their internal status. Initially when presenting Ryuko, Satsuki, and Ragyō, each character 

is narratively associated with traits their colors spiritual connotate. Ryuko—who is 

covered in black and red—is narratively portrayed as an angry outsider attempting to get 

revenge for her father’s death. Satsuki is a faithful servant and peace keeper for her 

mother, and Ragyō is the all-powerful corporate leader rarely seen in the series. 

Aesthetically these characters are shown in a more simplistic color schematic at the start 

of the series. While the colors of black, white blue, and the rainbow appear in the still 
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images of the character, they appear as accents or as part of the characters clothing or 

hair. 

As the series progresses, however, Ragyō narratively becomes attached to 

capitalistic ideals of control and domination. Her corporate leadership status is revealed 

to be an instrument for an alien life form that she has woven into human clothing Ragyō 

sells. These sentient clothes are evolving the human species to harvest them as life forms. 

Once Ragyō flips on her broadcast to wake up life fiber forms, the humans who were 

wearing these items become consumed and trapped within the suit of clothes. This is 

reminiscent of late capitalist ability to trap consumers with visual images based off 

spiritual or mythic representations. Ragyō’s association with the divine, then, functions in 

two ways. It demonstrates late capitalism’s ability to produce images that always leave its 

consumers wanting more, using them as its own life force. It also articulates that in our 

postmodern era, the power of divine lies with those who have the control over the means 

of production.  

Toward the end of the series, the narrative and aesthetic association between the 

divine as good and evil as bad become inverted. This narrative portrayal causes 

associations with the divine or capitalism to take on a new reading. The higher stratum 

becomes dark and undesirable. Ryoku slowly takes on the role of a reluctant leader and 

savior. It is Ryoku who saves the world from being covered in the same cloth. Her 

original status as an outsider narratively changes to be the center of love, admiration, and 

hope.  

These two inversed narratives come together in a grotesque fashion as Satsuki 

crucifies her mother. In a climactic scene, Satsuki —who was associated with colors of 
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trust, calmness, and eternity—betrays her mother by throwing her on a cross shaped 

statue. Traditionally myths surrounding crusifixation center around the Christian portray 

of Jesus Christ. While this narrative portrays the act of crucifixion as a merciful act from 

a benevolent god, Ragyōs crucifixion is an act of justice that seeks to end the reign of 

malicious deity. To reinforce this grotesque illustration of the crucifixion, Ragyō reveals 

her inability to die as several spikes protrude from her body. This allows the images in 

Kill La Kill to become grotesque as they associating what is bad with what is good and 

good with bad. This allows viewers to analyze claims to truth regarding consumption of 

visual images and agency in addition to questioning modern forms of power divine right 

to rule.  

Regeneration: Hybridity, Singularity, and Renewal  

 While Kill La Kill’s aesthetics work to create a grotesque degenerative quality, 

they also birth new potentialities with their regenerative quality. Similarly, to how 

degradation was achieved using multiplane surfaces and character development, 

regeneration deploys these modalities to move viewers toward a new orientation. This 

new way of becoming is marked by its ability to transgress against late capitalist 

tendencies, partly afforded by its embracement of contradictive subjecthood. 

Multiplane Surfaces and Transgression  

Kill La Kill’s use of multiplane surfaces and prominent levels of decoding allows 

the series to capture the essence of a collective resistance through a multiplicity of 

singular identities. During the last few episodes multiple characters fight against the 

authoritarian Ragyō and appear in the image simultaneously, each one has their own 

unique fighting aesthetic. This fighting aesthetic includes colors and personalized 
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fighting abilities given to the characters. For example, the elite four are each given their 

own individual color schemes and fighting styles. Ira Gamegoer is surrounded by yellow 

and his fighting style emphasizes punishment and rules. Nonon Jakuzure is enveloped in 

pink and uses a music and flash to battle her enemies. Houka Inumuta, in contrast, is 

covered by blue—usually using digital technologies and science to out match his 

opponents in wits. Lastly, Uzu Sanageyama. exhibits a high amount of green and utilizes 

a more traditional fighting style.  

Each time the elite four appear on the screen simultaneously, multiple surfaces are 

used to reinforce singular characteristics attributed to the characters fighting styles and 

aesthetics. When all four of the elite four appear in the still image, each is surrounded by 

their associated light scheme in the foreground and background. At the same time, 

images that show the elite four standing in uniform positions. The use of uniforms, poses, 

and differing color schematics allows the characters to gain a singular identity within the 

collective whole.  

This feeling off singularity is reinforced through portraying the elite four in back-

to-back consecutive shots. These shots happen at a rapid face past, showing the elite four 

in still images holding the same poses. This recreates the sense of uniformity experienced 

when the shots show the four simultaneously on the screen. However, these shots differ 

due to the amount of depth they can create through their use of multiplane surfaces. With 

all of the elite four present on the screen, multiplane surfaces allow for singular presence 

to be maintained in a collective. But it does not allow for an in depth and nuanced 

understanding of these singular identities. The use of back to back shots captures this in-

depth character development.  
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In particular, episode 23 of the series illustrates this tendency. The elite four use 

their last Goku uniforms to help Ryuko and Satsuki fight against their mother. In their 

transformation, each character is shown transforming into their Goku uniforms. The 

presence of uniformity is created as each individual transformation follow similar 

animated movements in their transformation. However, in the shots of back to back 

images, the elite four develop and aesthetically illustrate their singular nature. When 

Uzu transforms, he is enveloped in green, holding a bamboo stick above his head. When 

Nonon transforms, she adorns a large cross bone conductor hat, along with two speakers 

that function aesthetically as shoulder pads. Houka is covered in blue and crouches 

down—immediately beginning his collection of data. Finally, Ira appears breaking out of 

bonds before growing, taking on a larger than life status as the protector of the group. 

This repetitive but distinct nature of the images using multiplanes allows the visual image 

to capture the sense of singularity within a collective, visual demonstrating to viewers the 

capacity of the visual image to generate transgressive ways of living for its Otaku 

audiences.  

As Christina Foust (2010) articulates in her book, Transgression as a Mode of 

Resistance, modes of resistance need to maintain their singular qualities within a 

collective resistance. Foust uses multiple examples of protests to illustrate how resistance 

movements can maintain their individuality while fighting against a common enemy. 

Representational politics is the process of creating a collective identity for a group of 

people. Hegemonic logic—whether part of the power structure or a resistive group—

necessitates leadership and uniformity. Without his uniformity and resemblance between 

bodies in the group, the group will fail to sustain and gather coalitions (Foust, 2010). This 
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type of logic necessitates a stable reference point for any form of movement to be 

successful. The lack of uniformity within the images combined with the continual 

evolving representation of bodies in Kill La Kill gives birth to a new form of politics, 

continually changing its chemistry and make up. This ensures that representational 

politics fails and is unachievable. It takes on a new essentialist and over deterministic 

nature. Viewers are moved to reject this type of logic.  

This visual depiction of transgression in Kill La Kill, granted by its deployment of 

multiplane surface, evokes a grotesque aesthetic centered around the Otaku’s excessive 

consumption pattern. These visual images redefine the Otaku’s relationship to late era 

capitalism. Rather than consuming meaningless surface level images to regain a sense of 

subjecthood, Otaku anime fans are shown possible new ways of being within the surface 

of the image. This new way of being does not offer subjects access to their once forgotten 

past through references to memories. Instead, it embraces the fluidic state of these 

subjects’ identities, moving viewers to embrace a transgressive way of living. This type 

of resistance refuses the logic of representant politics through its instance of singular 

identity. The deconstruction of hegemonic forms of representation born again, then, 

allows the aesthetics of Kill La Kill to inhibit grotesque regenerative qualities.  

Character Development and Contradictive Subjectivity  

One of Kill La Kill’s most regarded and well-known traits is the excessive use of 

fan service within the series. However, Kill La Kill’s use of character development and 

excessive display of fan service makes the typical peep show uncomfortable for Otaku 

fans to watch. While most animes show young women in scandalous outfits, Kill La 

Kill’s main characters are barely covered in clothing. Straps of suspenders or underwear 
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lines are strategically placed to prevent full visual nudity—and limited animation is used 

to accentuate boobs or butts rather than other physical traits. This allows the fan service 

that typically exists between the lines of the text to come to the surface.  

The surface appearance of the fan service works to make Otaku viewers 

uncomfortable by denying them the mystery of the unknown that is characteristic of peep 

shows and seduction.  

This discomfort is heightened further toward the end of the series, as the level of 

fan surface breaks and fans are shown completely nude depictions of women and men in 

the series. Rather than these scenes functioning in an erotic manner, however, these nude 

scenes become grotesque through their use of still images and limited animation. For 

example, in episode 22 of Kill La Kill, blood splattering from Ryuko appears on screen 

for over two minutes after Ryuko tears off the Life Fiber outfit. To force Ryuko to bend 

to her will, Ragyō had another sentient life fiber outfit sown into Ryukyus own life fibers. 

Ryuko breaks free from her mother’s constraints by ripping the outfit off her body. As 

she does, viewers are shown several still images of Ryuko tearing off her outfit with her 

own blood animating from every pore in her body. During the entire two-minute 

sequence, the only form of animation present on the screen is Ryuko’s blood. Just as the 

amount of blood exposed during these scenes seems excessiveness, a change in shots 

occur. Suddenly instead of the blood simply pouring out from Ryuko’s body, it starts 

raining down upon her. Covered in her own blood, Ryuko stands before the viewer 

completely naked covered—quite literally—with what was once her own bodily fluids. 

As she undergoes this process, Ryuko screams to her friends that she “I have to take this 

off even if I die. Because if I don’t, I won’t be able to wear Senkestu again”.  
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This scene is one of the first times viewers are shown Ryuko naked. However, 

these still images lack sexual connotations. Instead they suggest resiliency and 

empowerment as Ryuko rips her clothes off. This sense of empowerment and resiliency is 

built upon through KLKs portrayal of decaying bodies generating life. Throughout the 

series, Ryuko and Satsuki’s blood is a narrative tool that gives their sentient uniform—

Senkestu and Junkesto—life. It is Ryuko’s blood in the first episode that awakens 

Senkestu, and the more blood she gives the stronger and more sentient the uniform 

becomes. While Ryuko must monitor her blood levels to avoid passing out, the 

connection between her blood and her uniform is dependent on Ryuko’s continual blood 

supply. Satsuki awakens her uniform after encountering Ryuko in episode three. Dripping 

some droplets of blood over her uniform, Satsuki whispers, “Come Junkestu. This red 

blood is the eternal vow between you and I. The red thread of our covenant”.  

Another grotesque connection between these women’s blood and strength are still 

images showing only Ryuko’s or Satuski’s legs after adorning the outfit. These shots 

place the camera so that the viewer is looking down onto the shot, replicating the 

perspective one would have if you looked at your own feet. Each of these women’s legs 

are spread out touching the floor, with nothing but their legs and feet appearing the 

image. After several seconds, drops of blood begin falling from between these women’s 

legs onto the floor beneath them. This grotesque aesthetic is reminiscent of period blood, 

or blood lost during child birth. Menstrual blood and birth, while both maintaining 

degradation qualities, signifies new life and renewal.  

The process of creating life—or giving their sentient uniforms blood— is not only 

grotesque in its ability to celebrate the cycle of life, it also makes Ryuko and Satsuki’s 
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uniforms stronger. Throughout the series both Ryuko and Satsuki work on improving 

their synchronization with their uniforms. Each time the two women transform into their 

uniform, a transformation sequences is played with limited animation centering the blood 

giving to the uniforms by the women as the determining factor for its power and 

efficiency. The sentient uniforms would take on additional features—like the ability to 

fly or have spikes—with more blood given during the transformation segment. The better 

the transformation process, the more the uniform and the girl wearing it evolved. By the 

end of the series the transformation sequences for both women increase in dynamism and 

excessiveness—visually expressed through the shows use of limited animation. For 

example, at the beginning of the series both Ryuko and Satsuki’s transformation used red 

as an accent in their color schematic. By the third to last episode, the transformation 

sequence shows red slowly dripping down their uniforms colors as the rest of the image 

sits still. This illustrates the elevated level of synchronization both women have with their 

uniforms—and as result gain more power. 

The use of still images that connect the magic school girl with resiliency has two 

functions. First, it demonstrates the potential power subjects or objects may have. 

Second, it celebrates in a carnivalesque fashion the cycle of life. Typically, clothing—

along with other material conditions—are conceptualized as inanimate, dead, or lifeless 

bodies. The lack of consciousness or higher-level processing capacities humans possess 

limits the impact these bodies can have on human bodies. However, as Jane Bennett 

(2010), articulates, non-human bodies impact the evolution and development of human 

bodies.  
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Kill La Kill visually illustrates this concept through its regenerative grotesque 

aesthetics. Decay begets new life, quite visibly on multiple surfaces within the image. 

The cycle of life is celebrated through this portrayal. The loss of blood or life to 

generated new forms of living are portrayed in an excessive or exaggerated manner due 

to their trans surface appearance. This allows this process to maintain a carnivalesque 

atmosphere for viewers as they consume the image. As a result, viewers are moved to 

redefine their own relations with the inanimate objects they interact with. Not only do 

these material conditions influence human bodies in a political way, they also evolve to 

become their own life force moving beyond their programming and material function.  

Additionally, the use of dialogue in scenes that objectify women give subjecthood 

back to what is traditionally determined as an object. Ryuko is consistently sexually 

objectified throughout the series. This type of still image and objectifying lens would 

typically reinforce patriarchal logic that position women as objects. However, Kill la 

Kill’s use of anime-ic qualities allow the series to give her back subjecthood through her 

dialogic narratives overlapping these objectifying scenes. Still images with Ryuko 

portrayed in an objectifying way are correspondingly associated with her narrative 

dialogue. This narrative dialogue is how the anime-ic develops its characters rather than 

its depiction of full movement. As a result, this moment creates a contradictive paradox 

where Ryuko simultaneously exhibits characteristics that make her an object and a 

subject. Through the objectifying lens of the camera and still image—Ryuko is portrayed 

no more than an object to be consumed by the male gaze. With narrative dialogic 

development—she is a subject with agency and free will. The contradiction between 
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these two competing characterizations makes viewers feel uncomfortable. The identity of 

the protagonists is unknown, foreign, and alien to them. 

In this sense, Kill La Kill’s use of narrative development allows the show to 

exhibit grotesque regenerative qualities. The external phycological markers combined 

with the still images of objectification allow the show to deconstruct the male gaze’s 

tendency to objectify women in visual images. The contradictive nature of this new 

subjecthood defies Otaku fans tendency to view these images in an apolitical light. A 

type of identity that exists in the in between, or in a constant flux denies Otakus their 

pleasure they receive from these visual images, instead leaving in states of anxiety. This 

state of anxiety works with Kill La Kill’s portrayal of the spiritual and its connection to 

late capitalist tendencies to shatter the illusion that Otakus consumption patterns have no 

connection to the real world or exist in an apolitical state. Simultaneously, they illustrate 

the potential for new types of contradictive subjectifies to emerge because of this 

capitalistic system. These fluidic identities work to transgress the late capitalist 

tendencies due to their resilient nature. As a result. Otaku fans are called to embrace or 

seek after this contradictive subjecthood.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, Kill La Kill’s use of anime-ic movement allow the series to exhibit 

grotesque aesthetics that work to mock a caricature of an Otaku anime fan. This mockery 

deconstructs late capitalist logics and works to reconstruct a new form of transgressive 

ways of existing for its Otaku audiences. This transgressive way of being is marked by its 

subject’s refusal to embrace static or stable forms of identity through its consumption of 

visual images. Instead, viewers utilize the visual images to generate new potential forms 
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of resistance that rely on new forms of subjectivity that is a hybrid or contradictive 

nature.  

There are several implications from this analysis. First, this illustrates the 

significance that the text Kill La Kill can have on its viewers. While this text may 

immediate rather than mediate, Foust (2010), discusses the importance of subjects being 

shown new possibilities of becoming to ever engage in transgressive modes of resistance. 

Kill La Kill’s usage of movement and narrative presents spectators this new way of 

becoming, one where individual’s embrace singular modes of resistance, eventually 

forming a collective that retains its subjects’ individualities.  

Additionally, this essay questions the Otaku anime fans seemingly “apolitical” 

consumption of texts. While most Otaku scholars have articulated that the consumption 

of these images has no bearing on these viewers every day habits, Kill La Kill brings the 

political assumptions surrounding these images to the surface of the text forcing its 

viewers to confront them. Through this confrontation, viewers become uncomfortable 

and are thus are incentivized to reflect on their own consumptive habits. 

Next, this theories discussion of the anime-ic brings attention to the modes unique 

potential to exhibit grotesque aesthetics. This aesthetic has the potential to degrade 

current hegemonic power structures and reconstruct new ways of living. Even if these 

way of living last in limited duration, during the time of the event or spectacle, viewers 

can exist in a de-hierarchical and radical state of belonging. While rhetorical scholars 

have not yet taken seriously the impact that anime-ic movement has on the form, this 

paper hopefully illustrates the importance and potential the form has.  
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Last, this analysis demonstrates the potential of the grotesque aesthetic to 

deconstruct late capitalist tendencies. The grotesque aesthetics could appear in forms of 

popular culture like anime or other televisual series. Even though post modern capitalist 

strategies rely on the fragmentation of the visual image, this essay illustrates the potential 

that the grotesque aesthetic can have in these mediums. Through the deployment of 

grotesque aesthetics, the visual image has the capacity to generate forms of resistance 

against late capitalism itself.   
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